Approved Searches: 08-09 for 09-10

**College of Arts and Letters** (7 positions, each at entry-level assistant professor, unless otherwise indicated)

- Art: art education
- Theatre and Dance: dance
- English: medieval Literature
- Communication Studies: public relations
- History: Europe and Central Europe
- Learning Skills: mathematics coordinator (12-mos. Associate Professor)
- English: TESOL

**College of Business Administration** (no searches in 08-09)

**College of Education** (1 position at entry-level assistant professor)

- Counselor Education: school specialization

**College of Engineering and Computer Science** (1 position at entry-level assistant professor)

- Construction Management: generalist (carried over from unfilled 2007/08 search; may be filled in 2008-09).

**College of Health and Human Services** (10 positions [9 current], each at entry-level assistant professor, unless otherwise indicated)

- Criminal Justice: generalist (position filled as “hire ahead” for 2007-08)
- Speech Pathology and Audiology: speech and hearing science
- Criminal Justice: law
- Kinesiology and Health Studies: biomechanics
- Nursing: community health (Lecturer; possible conversion to tenure track)
- Nursing: community health (Lecturer; possible conversion to tenure track)
- Nursing: mental health (Lecturer; possible conversion to tenure track)
- Speech Pathology and Audiology: child language/literacy
- Kinesiology and Health Studies: community health/health care admin
- Social Work: diversity/policy

**Library** (1 position)

- Outreach (Senior Assistant or Associate)
College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics (4 positions [2 current], each at entry-level assistant professor)

- Physics/Astronomy: computation (position filled as “hire-ahead” for 2008-09)
- Physics: experimental (position filled as “hire-ahead” for 2008-09)
- Geology: generalist
- Biological Sciences: biologist/biology education specialist

College of Social Sciences and Interdisciplinary Studies (9 positions, each at entry-level assistant professor unless otherwise indicated)

- Anthropology: socio-cultural
- Family and Consumer Sciences: family nutrition
- Family and Consumer Sciences: apparel marketing and design
- Ethnic Studies: Latin America
- Women’s Studies: generalist
- Sociology: criminology
- Economics: macroeconomics
- Economics: microeconomics
- Public Policy and Administration: Assoc. Director, Ed.D. program; P-14 ed. policy (Associate Professor)